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Question please? Bill Smith DBA Smith Chiropractic Does the Hard Credit for the gift go to the donor’s record or to his company?
11 days ago
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13 comments

Joel • Our rule: If it’s a business check, the company gets the hard credit, individual gets soft credit.
10 days ago • Like

Laure • We do the same as Joe - it is a business so hard credit the business and soft credit the individual.
10 days ago • Like

Molly • My rule is: where the money came from, gets the hard credit. This is the person who will get the tax credit as well, so it makes your acknowledgement letters a lot easier if you follow that rule.
10 days ago • Like

Julie • We have always had confusion over soft credits and subsequently have to go over reports very carefully. I have numerous donors who are giving a personal donation and send a business check. If they are the business owner they draw the funds from their business but are considering the gift coming from Mr. & Mrs. Smith. They are applying the tax credit to their personal tax filing. Therefore, I hard credit the donor's personal record and make a note that it was a business check. At the end of the year the donor wants a tax receipt for their yearly donations showing Mr. & Mrs. Smith as the givers. Any thoughts on this?
7 days ago • Like
Bart: If they give you a business check this is money they haven't paid income tax on. You cannot give them a tax deduction on money they haven't paid taxes on.

Rosie: Barb, we also do it Joe's way to play it safe. However, I believe I was told my someone that in this case, personal name AND business on check, it could go either way. Julia, I don't believe you CAN give a tax deduction to an individual who made a gift on a business check. You should check with your auditors and/or attorney. But I have always been told it is a big no no to do that.

Richard: We ought not be in the business of providing tax advice...that's between an individual, their company, the IRS and higher powers. A business could write a check and NOT take a business expense write off, we typically have no knowledge (nor should we) of how a person/company treats charitable giving. Our job (and our only requirement from the IRS) is to document the gift. Hard credit the source of the gift, the exact information on the check. If your IRS tax documentation letter states that a donor's tax deduction is $____, you might want to reconsider stating something like..."check with your CPA or tax preparer regarding the deductibility of your gift..." Repeat: we are not in the business of providing tax advice, and it could get you in hot water.

Mark: I agree with Richard. Though it's a business check, you don't know where that money is coming from (nor do you want to.)

Helene: We also have had confusion on who to credit/soft credit. We have a set of guidelines we try to follow but there are always exceptions to the rule it seems like. It is between the donor, their accountant/lawyer and IRS but we use to use a statement about consulting with the IRS just to avoid getting into that kind of trouble.

Christine: We do the same as Joe. If it's a business check, we give the hard credit to the business and the soft credit to the individual. Often, we send a thank you letter to the individual, but the actual acknowledgment/receipt goes to the business.
Julie: 95% of the time, we hard credit the company and soft credit the individual. However, if it's a small privately owned company and we don't already have a record for the company in our database, I sometimes will just make reference of the company name in the reference field and include that note on the tax acknowledgement letter.

4 days ago  •  Like

Heather: Regarding annual reporting and soft credits. Do you "bump up" the individual related to the company into the higher giving level (and vice versa) or do you list both the company and the individual in their respective levels?

3 days ago  •  Like

Yvette: In addition to the scenario in the op, we also get personal checks for business sponsorships. As a rule, I hard credit the name on the check, and use hard credits to determine position on the annual report.

United Way creates a challenge here. My local UW rep told me that we can include UW donors in their respective giving levels on our annual report, but individuals are soft-credited for UW hard credits in RE. And, we surely need to acknowledge UW in our AR.

I'm interested in more answers to the AR question, too, even if you do things wrong in order to make sense of this stuff.

I also make the suggestion to anyone who is brand new to creating donor lists for Annual Reports: get to work on it now if you haven't already!

2 days ago  •  Like
• A tiny bit of background…
• Warning: I have strong opinions and attitudes about these topics
• We have limited time to talk about a complex topic—certainly will not cover everything
• Not a “buttonology” session—will use PowerPoint (and only 1 screenshot!)
• Not a “how to” session—I’m not going to tell you what you “should” do
• Not a “right or wrong” session
• A session using tricky examples to build principles
• This is primarily about The Raiser’s Edge, though I would think most of the principles would apply to Blackbaud’s and others’ fundraising software
• There simply isn’t time for me to get into all the ins and outs of RE gift entry, donor acknowledgement letters, IRS rules and regulations, fundraising best practices, etc.
This is not an introductory-level session; for some it might seem pretty advanced, for others it might be intermediate

• Questions during the session
  - Please be considerate of the others in the room
  - Ask questions that have general applicability, not extreme specificity to your organization or something that happened one time
  - I’m around after the session to answer questions, I leave tomorrow

• Canada and other countries outside the U.S.

• Thanks to Facebook and LinkedIn RE communities for their input!
• Some principles
• Hard credit
• Soft credit
  - Considering output, not just input
• Application of the principles to example situations
  - Donor-advised funds
  - Employee giving
  - Family foundations
  - Group fundraising
  - Revocable living trusts
• Q&A
• The Raiser’s Edge is a FUNDRAISING database
• It is not a gift entry database, although it is used for that
• It is not a receipting database, although it is used for that
  - How the acknowledgement letter needs to be worded and addressed is not
    the “end all, be all” about deciding how to enter a gift
• It is not an accounting program, although it does serve as a subsidiary
  ledger to the general ledger

• The Raiser’s Edge is a FUNDRAISING database for the use and
  benefit of the FUNDRAISING staff to support the FUNDRAISING
  process
WE SHOULD BE PROFESSIONALS

• We should act like and be professionals—everything we do is not easy
• We are not data entry monkeys, we need to think about our jobs and be knowledgeable about what we do, we need to interact

• We should not be told by our accounting colleagues how to use our database anymore than we will tell them how to use their database—we work together as professionals to make the best, most correct use of our mutual programs to serve the needs of both departments
  - The CFO, VP Finance, controller, etc., do not tell us how to use The Raiser’s Edge
  - The auditors do not tell us how to use The Raiser’s Edge

• If we’re doing our jobs right, the heads of development and advancement should not be telling us how to use The Raiser’s Edge—we, as the database professionals, work with them to ensure the correct use of the system to meet their needs, but we are the RE pros
“Our organization receives a signed, written MOU from an individual for a new project, including the amount they are committing to, and their installment schedule. We create a new Fund (In RE and new activity in FE), and the Gift Processor adds the Pledge and installment schedule. Then the individual begins to make payments through his Family Foundation! We then write off those installments on the individual’s pledge, noting the reason why. Family Foundation receives the HC, individual receives the SC. Our Director then has difficulty getting accurate information when running gift reports and wants us to find another way to handle gift processing when this situation occurs. Help! :-) ”

“I'd love more information on gift output for annual reports. What are the best practices for recognizing United Way donors, donor-directed funds, etc on the donor list? And, how does that output impact input?”
[Post-conference addition to the slide deck]

- “Best practice” does NOT equal most common practice
- Most common practice does not equal “best practice”
- Remember what mom used to say: “Just because everyone is doing it doesn’t mean you should do it, too.”
WE SHOULD DOCUMENT

- See my bbcon session on YouTube (search “Bill Connors documentation”)
- Do not waste your time re-writing how to navigate RE and the tabs of a constituent record!
- Do spend your time documenting gift entry policies and procedures, especially the tricky situations
  - Explain how
  - ALSO explain WHY
  - ALSO explain how to get the data OUT of your system correctly
WHAT THE IRS DOES SAY

• What our tax receipts or acknowledgement letters should say (US: publication p1771; Canada: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/chrts/chcklsts/rcpts-eng.html)

The IRS says NOTHING about what record a gift should be entered into in our fundraising database!

• I’m told the CRA and presumably HMRC say the same thing
• The IRS does not say we “have to enter the gift in a record based on the name on the check”!
• We do have to follow proper tax receipting and acknowledgement laws and rules, but we don’t have to follow a mindless “name on check” fallacy
QUESTIONABLE NAMES ON CHECKS

• Someone consolidates their friends’ money and sends you one check for all the friends’ gifts
• A company sends you an employee’s contribution
• A gift from a revocable living trust
• Blackbaud or IATS makes a deposit in your account for your credit card transactions
• Greater Giving (Auctionpay) or Network for Good send you money they have processed for you
• Fidelity or Schwab Charitable sends you a donor-advised fund payment
• Matching gift contribution from Princeton, NJ or from the company’s foundation
• United Way
**NAMES ON CHECKS**

- I’m not telling you what you should do in RE; what I’m recommending you do is *think*

- There is NO requirement that says you have to enter these gifts into a record based on the name on the check
- And I would argue it’s also not best practice to always do so
• There is no such thing as “just soft credit them”
• Consider the OUTPUT with soft credits, not just the input
• As in life, there are trade-offs: easy on the entry end or easy on the output end
• Do not use soft credits for
  - Money raised
  - To simply link someone to a gift
• Example of the problem:

- Situation A: Maria Hernandez owns Hernandez Accounting and gives you a company check and wants to be recognized as Hernandez Accounting

- Situation B: Tim Chan owns Tim’s Flower Shop and gives you a company check and wants to be recognized as Tim Chan

➤ Who gets hard credit, who gets soft credit, and how does that work with other SCs in queries, reports, mailings, exports, etc., etc.?
• Hard credit goes to the fundraising entity—who we asked, who gets the acknowledgement, who gets recognized, who gets further mailings, who will be asked again
• Gift attribute named “Name on Check”
• Letters and benefits still have to be right per IRS regulations
  - Letter includes “Name on Check”
• Very limited use of soft credits
• I use “Other” as a gift type more frequently than most
  - I use Gift Subtype every time with Other to explain the specific uses of Other and to allow me to filter my queries, reports, exports, and so forth more easily

• Pester Blackbaud endlessly to fix soft credits
  - If they do, my recommendations here might change, perhaps dramatically
  - This presentation is very much based on the reality of RE today, not some philosophical “right” way to do things
## SOFT CREDITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Hard Credit to</th>
<th>Soft Credit to</th>
<th>Output Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spouses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Note all the rows are merged here—you have ONE set of options for each output tool on how to handle soft credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor Advised Funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal and Family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Way</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Check</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONSIDER CONSTITUENCIES

• Educational institutions: Be careful of the CAE VSE report coding and requirements

• Hospitals: Be careful of AHP standards and The ABC’s Philanthropy 100 standards

• Everyone: if you do reporting by constituency, you need to think about Constituent and Gift constituencies as well

• Also be prepared for IRS Form 990 reporting if you do it from RE [post-conference addition]
EXAMPLE SITUATIONS
DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS

• From non-profit community foundations
• From for-profit corporations

From a conference attendee and active RE social media participant:

“Jack and Jill Smith have a family fund at the Coastal Community Foundation. The check comes from CCF, from the Jack and Jill Smith Family Fund of the CCF, and the advisors are Jack and Jill Smith. So, we have a constituent record for the CCF, another record for their fund, and a record for Jack and Jill separately because they have both participated in our Walk.”
DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS: MY TAKE

• Who is the gift legally from? Who gets the tax receipt credit?

• BUT…
  - Who made the decision?
  - Who do you want to thank?
  - Who are you going to recognize?
  - Who are you going to mail to accordingly?
  - Who are you going to ask for the next gift?
  - In whose record does your fundraising team want to see the money?
DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS: MY TAKE

• Hard credit the individual or couple who “advised” the gift
• Use the “Name on Check” gift attribute
• Probably soft credit the foundations, probably don’t the corporations
  - Always with an eye towards your SC grid and output needs!
• Ensure your acknowledgement letter is worded properly
  - Have a DAF Letter code?
  - Use conditional statements in your letters?
  - Put the Name on Check attribute in your letter
• Create an organization relationship…
  - To the DAF itself?
  - A linked relationship to the foundation
  - Anything to the corporation?
• Pledges…when a Pledge is not a pledge
• Be careful with events, especially with “bifurcating”
EMPLOYEE GIVING

• Today it is common for the company or a third-party to send us the employee’s contribution
• So it arrives on a company check, oftentimes with both the employee’s money and the company’s match rolled into one

• BUT whose money is it?
EMPLOYEE GIVING: MY TAKE

• The employee’s money goes in the employee’s record as a hard credit
• Use the Name on Check attribute
• The company can’t provide a tax receipt to the employee, so less concern about the acknowledgement letter addressing tax issues

• If you don’t know the employee’s name, use
  - The Anonymous constituent
  - An org constituent named “The Employees of ABC Corporation”

• Use the Matching Gift functionality, don’t use soft credits for matching gifts
EMPLOYEE GIVING: MY TAKE

• If both parts arrive in the same check
  - Enter the one check as two Cash gifts in the batch
  - Create the Matching Gift Pledge off the employee’s portion
  - After the batch is committed, apply the company’s portion to the MG Pledge
  - Most organizations don’t post matching gift pledges, so a Cash gift and a MG Pay-Cash are posted the same way
  - Depending on your post and reconcile with accounting, this may require some manual explanation

  - Get after Blackbaud to bring MG functionality in RE into the 21st century
“Family Foundations” extend from
- The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the David and Lucile Packard Foundation, and The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation,
- To the Robert and Wendy Hernandez Family Foundation glorified checking account,
- And everything in between

Who gets hard credit, is there soft credit, are there organization relationships?
FAMILY FOUNDATIONS: MY TAKE

• Work with your fundraisers to find out more about the situation…

• If it’s the “glorified checking account” type, enter it into the person’s or couple’s record with the “Name on Check” attribute (don’t forget to do the letter right)

• If it’s the Gates Foundation, enter the gift into a record of that name and consider soft or Other credit based on your other uses of soft credit

• If it’s somewhere in between…that’s where your professionalism has to come in to work with staff, understand donor needs, and understand The Raiser’s Edge
**FAMILY FOUNDATIONS: MY TAKE**

- Consider
  - Are there foundation staff? A different contact person?
  - Multiple people in the family beyond one couple, such as siblings or children?
  - Is there a different mailing address?
  - How is the recognition to be done?
  - Who is responsible in your office? Is it the major gift officer or Foundation and Corporate Relations person?

- Again, be careful with
  - Pledges
  - Events
GROUP FUNDRAISING

• Sometimes people participate in our events, especially “a-thons,” collect the money from their sponsors for us, and send in one check

• Gifts at the death of someone given to the surviving spouse

• Sometimes people or organizations hold their own events and designate our organizations as the beneficiaries, often called “third-party events” or “external events,” and then send us the proceeds

• Who are the donors really? Who do we want to thank? Who do we want to recognize?

• What does the IRS allow us to do?
GROUP FUNDRAISING: MY TAKE

• Again, we need to work closely with our fundraisers and our donors, we need to be professionals, unafraid of picking up the phone, asking questions, and getting into complicated situations

• I believe it is simply wrong to give someone hard credit for money they consolidated into one of their own checks—it’s not their money
  - While we should absolutely appreciate, thank and recognize money raised for us, there is a difference between money raised and money given that we should understand and recognize in The Raiser’s Edge

• Break out the money into the separate donor records if you can, if you have the information, if the data entry load is reasonable and worthwhile

• Otherwise enter the money into your “Anonymous” constituent record or another specific record to the purpose

• Be careful with your letters and any tax statements you make

• Be careful with organizations—sometimes it IS their contribution

• Perhaps ask the host not to consolidate the checks
REVOCABLE LIVING TRUSTS

• A revocable living trust is set up by individuals and couples so their assets do not go through probate at death

• It is a separate legal entity as demonstrated by the legal paperwork that must be created and signed and the legal transfer of assets into the trust, but….

• There is no separate tax entity (no separate tax ID number)
• There are no staff
• There is no different address
• Giving decisions are not affected
• Fundraising is not affected

• My take:
  - Enter the checks into the person’s/couple’s constituent record
  - Use the Name on Check attribute if concerned
  - Don’t be afraid to ask your fundraisers or the donors if you’re not sure—there are many kinds of “trusts”
• United Way gifts
  - Quick: no Pledges; Cash in Anon or UW, Other with subtype for donors for full amount
• CFC gifts
• Verbal and conditional pledges, their conversion, payment, and posting
  - Quick: Pledges with subtypes
• Credit card processing by other non-profits, such as Network for Good
• Check from parent to pay student pledges
• Money that passes through many organizations before it gets to us
• Lots of little gifts, such as through sponsorship events (a-thons)
• One-off and unusual tributes (e.g., Jesus, the saints, animals, “good times” and “good friends”)
RESOURCES

• Specific to The Raiser’s Edge
  - Facebook and LinkedIn RE communities
  - Blackbus.org

• Industry groups (be careful, often these participants do not know RE)
  - Fundsvcs.org
  - Association of Advancement Services Professional (advserv.org)
  - Council for Advancement and Support of Education (case.org)
  - SupportingAdvancement.com
WRAP-UP POINTS

• Never say, “the IRS requires the gift be entered based on the name on the check”!
• Never think or mindlessly say, “we have to enter the gift in the record for the name on check”!
• Be a professional—understand your software, including the output considerations; understand the fundraising and fundraisers’ needs; work with your supervisor and accounting colleagues to understand your tax acknowledgement responsibilities; and then think about what the best long-term decision will be
• There’s a lot to be said for “it works”
• There’s a lot to be said for consistency—make changes carefully
  - Talk to your supervisor and colleagues in your department and outside, especially in Accounting
  - Perhaps even include the auditors
• Document!
Q&A AND CONTACT INFO

Bill Connors, CFRE, bCRE
Independent Consultant on
The Raiser’s Edge
San Francisco, CA
415.861.5454
bill@billconnors.com
www.billconnors.com